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________________________________________________________________________
This study investigated the effect of body-based information (proprioception, etc.) when participants navigated large-scale virtual
marketplaces that were either small (Experiment 1) or large in extent (Experiment 2). Extent refers to the size of an environment, whereas
scale refers to whether people have to travel through an environment to see the detail necessary for navigation. Each participant was
provided with full body-based information (walking through the virtual marketplaces in a large tracking hall or on an omni-directional
treadmill), just the translational component of body-based information (walking on a linear treadmill, but turning with a joystick), just the
rotational component (physically turning but using a joystick to translate) or no body-based information (joysticks to translate and rotate). In
large and small environments translational body-based information significantly improved the accuracy of participants’ cognitive maps,
measured using estimates of direction and relative straight line distance but, on its own, rotational body-based information had no effect. In
environments of small extent, full body-based information also improved participants’ navigational performance. The experiments show that
locomotion devices such as linear treadmills would bring substantial benefits to virtual environment applications where large spaces are
navigated, and theories of human navigation need to reconsider the contribution made by body-based information, and distinguish between
environmental scale and extent.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques - Interaction Techniques. I.3.6 [Computer
Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism - Virtual Reality. H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces Input devices and strategies.
General Terms: Experimentation, Human Factors, Performance
Additional Key Words and Phrases: virtual reality, navigation, locomotion, cognitive map

________________________________________________________________________
1. INTRODUCTION
Most research into human navigation investigates our ability to perform tasks such as learning environmental
layouts and routes in large-scale spaces. The defining characteristic of these spaces is that we have to travel
through them to resolve the detail that is necessary for navigation, whereas a small-scale space has no visual
barriers so all the navigational detail can be resolved from one position [Weatherford 1985] (Note: This is the
definition of scale used in spatial cognition; in everyday life scale refers to a ratio between lengths). Spatial
extent refers to an environment’s physical area. Most environments that are large in extent are also large-scale
(and vice versa), but exceptions are environments such as a car park or field (both large extent, but small-scale)
and an open-plan office with tall partitions (small extent, but large-scale).
The distinction between scale and extent is particularly important when investigating the effect that bodybased (proprioceptive & vestibular) sensory information has on navigation, because that information is used in
path integration (the process of determining from your navigational movements how far and in which direction
lays an earlier point on the path), and path integration errors increase with spatial extent [Loomis et al. 1999]. By
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contrast, the distinction between large- and small-scale navigation is purely visual, because once you can see
how to travel somewhere the physical maneuvers involved are typically straightforward.
A long-standing, fundamental research question about three dimensional virtual environments (VEs; virtual
reality worlds) is why are they so much more difficult to navigate than the real world [Lessels and Ruddle 2005;
Suma et al. 2010; Witmer et al. 1996]? An important factor is the design of a VE’s navigation interface, because
that dictates the body-based information that is provided.
The present article describes two experiments that used different interfaces to investigate the effect of
rotational vs. translational body-based information on participants’ navigational performance (distance traveled)
and cognitive map (direction and straight line distance estimates) when they searched for targets in a large-scale
virtual marketplace. In Experiment 1, the marketplace was small in extent (9.75 × 6.75 m), so that it fitted within
a tracking hall and one group of participants could literally walk around the virtual marketplace. Experiment 2
used novel treadmills, so that participants could navigate a virtual marketplace that was large in extent (65 × 45
m). No previous research has investigated the effect that the rotational and translational components of bodybased information have on navigation in spaces that are large in both scale and extent. The results of the present
study have profound implications for a wide range of VE applications, because navigation is an essential part of
user interaction, and for our fundamental understanding of the sensory and cognitive processes that are involved
in human navigation.
2. RELATED WORK
In navigation, a strong theoretical distinction is made between a person’s knowledge of routes and their
cognitive map [O'Keefe and Nadel 1978; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth 1982]. Route knowledge is egocentric
and, in its most basic form, is represented as a sequence of actions. However, the addition of landmark and
metric information makes route knowledge more robust. A cognitive map (also termed survey knowledge,
mental model, or mental map) represents an environment in an allocentric form, and provides information about
the location of places within a world-reference frame. People are very good at learning real world environments
(e.g., a new place of work, or holiday resort), because we develop a cognitive map from the outset [Montello
1998].
A cognitive map is particularly important for tasks such as exploring an environment (navigational search;
[Ruddle and Lessels 2009]) and taking shortcuts [Foo et al. 2005]. During exploration, it is likely to be easier to
remember where you have (not) traveled by forming a mental representation of the environment as a whole than
remembering every single path segment you have traversed, and the efficiency of exploration may be quantified
by calculating the distance traveled and the amount of repetition in a path. To take an effective shortcut, you
need to set off in the correct direction and then travel an appropriate distance, at which point landmarks in the
vicinity of your destination should be recognized. That is why two of the most common metrics for assessing the
accuracy of a person’s cognitive map are estimates of the direction to places and the straight line distance
between places [Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth 1982].
The difficulty that people often have navigating VEs is assumed to be caused by a lack of environment
fidelity and/or movement fidelity, when compared with the equivalent real-world setting [Waller et al. 1998].
The most important aspect of environment fidelity is the quantity of visual detail (landmarks, etc.) that is
2
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provided, and the effect of that on navigation is briefly reviewed in the following section. Movement fidelity
relates to the design of a VE’s navigation interface, and that dictates the body-based information that is
provided. Previous research into the effect of body-based information on navigation is reviewed in more detail in
§2.2.
2.1 Visual detail
The visual detail in an environment allows places to be identified and provides cues that could be used as
landmarks. However, although landmarks do assist route learning [Jansen-Osmann and Fuchs 2006; Ruddle et
al. in press], they provide much less benefit than is commonly assumed when the overall layout of a space needs
to be learned [Ruddle and Lessels 2009; Ruddle et al. 1997]. Learning an environment’s layout is a fundamental
part of forming an accurate cognitive map.
A VE system’s field of view (FOV) affects the quantity of a scene that may be seen at a given moment.
When only visual information was provided, a wide FOV (180° horizontal) allowed participants to accurately
perform a triangle completion task [Riecke et al. 2002] but, for a more complex navigational search task, a 144°
FOV only led to a small improvement in performance when compared with a 48° FOV [Lessels and Ruddle
2004]. However, another difference was that the triangle completion study was performed using a physically
large, projector display, but the navigational search study used three monitors. Other research has shown that
participants remember the position of objects in a large-scale VE more accurately if the VE is viewed on a
projected display rather than a monitor which subtends the same visual angle [Tan et al. 2006].
The virtual marketplaces used in the present study contained a rich variety of visual detail that could be used
as landmarks, if participants wished. Due to the need for participants to physically navigate large virtual spaces,
an head-mounted display (HMD) was used. This had a 47º × 38º FOV, which is typical for HMDs but less than
can be achieved with curved projector displays.
2.2 Body-based information
The present article investigated the effect of rotational vs. translational body-based information on
navigation. Desktop VEs provide almost no body-based information and, therefore, are typically termed Visualonly. By contrast, if the VE is viewed in HMD then, in some setups, the user physically turns but uses a joystick
to translate. This provides body-based information for the rotational component of movement but none for the
translational component, so the configuration is termed Rotate. Linear treadmills have, for many years, been
advocated as a VE interface (e.g., [Brooks et al. 1992]), and may be used in conjunction with HMD or projector
displays. A linear treadmill provides body-based information for the translational component of movement, but
no body-based information for rotation, and so is termed Translate. Lastly, if a user physically walks through a
VE while viewing it in an HMD then body-based information is provided for both components of movement,
and this is termed TransRot. For Rotate configurations, the physical turning provides users with proprioceptive
and vestibular cues. For TransRot configurations the cues depend on the movement interface. If users physically
walk though a VE then they are provided with proprioceptive and vestibular cues for both the translational and
the rotational component of body-based information. Walking-in-place removes the translational vestibular cues,
and walking on a treadmill produces some conflicts in the translational vestibular cues (if, as in the present
study, the treadmill operates at a user’s speed then the vestibular cues will be correct when the user initially
3
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accelerates, conflicting while the treadmill adjusts its speed to gradually return the user to a central point on the
treadmill, and then correct if the user maintains a constant speed). Like TransRot configurations, the cues
provided by Translate configurations are interface-dependent. In the research that is summarized below,
participants were provided with proprioceptive and vestibular cues for their configuration, unless otherwise
noted.
Previous research into the effect of body-based information has used categories of environment that were:
a)

small in scale and extent,

b) large-scale but small in extent, or
c)

large in scale and extent.

In small-scale environments, influential research that used “optic flow” patterns as visual scenes suggests
that the rotational component of body-based information is critical to prevent large, systematic errors from
occurring during path integration [Avraamides et al. 2004; Klatzky et al. 1998]. However, studies conducted
using rich visual scenes had markedly different findings, and suggest that translational body-based information
is also required. In one such study, participants who walked around a virtual room (a TransRot group, in the
terminology used in the present article) drew significantly more accurate sketch maps than participants who used
a Rotate or Visual-only configuration [Zanbaka et al. 2005]. In another, where participants had to travel around a
room to find targets in designated, possible locations, the TransRot group performed twice as many searches
perfectly as Rotate and Visual-only groups [Ruddle and Lessels 2009].
With environments that were large-scale but small in extent (in the cases below, no larger than 15 × 13m),
some research showed no difference between TransRot and Visual-only groups when participants had to
remember the locations of objects after traveling a specific route or exploring a maze [Suma, Finkelstein, Reid,
Babu, Ulinski and Hodges 2010]. However previous studies produced different findings, because participants’
performance increased as the rotational and then translational component of body-based information was added.
When participants traveled along a route and pointed to targets that had been encountered, a TransRot group
pointed significantly more accurately than a Visual-only group, with performance of a Rotate group being inbetween [Chance et al. 1998]. When participants had to learn a specific route after being guided along it once, a
TransRot group made 36% fewer errors than a Rotate group, and behavioral data indicated that majority of the
difference occurred because translational body-based information helped the TransRot group remember where to
turn [Ruddle, Volkova, Mohler and Bülthoff in press].
In the real world, almost all large-scale environments are also large in extent, with examples being buildings,
which are typically up to 100 × 100 m in size, villages (1 × 1 km) and cities (10 × 10 km, or greater). These are
all at least one order of magnitude larger than the tracked laboratory spaces that have been used to study the role
of body-based information in large-scale/small extent environments (see above), which limits the ecological
validity of those studies. As extent increases, maneuverability becomes less important because obstacles are
further apart, the time cost of making an error increases (this affects navigational behavior [Ruddle et al. 2000]),
and there is greater opportunity for path integration errors to accumulate [Loomis, Klatzky, Golledge and
Philbeck 1999].
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Little previous research has investigated the effect of body-based information on the navigation of spaces
that are both large-scale and large in extent. One study replicated some of the findings of [Chance, Gaunet, Beall
and Loomis 1998], showing that a TransRot group of participants estimated directions to landmarks on a 840 m
long route significantly more accurately than a Visual-only group [Waller et al. 2004]. However, this finding
was confounded by the fact that the Visual-only group passively viewed scenes that were recorded during the
navigation of the TransRot group, who actively navigated the route. In studies where all participants navigated
actively, there was no significant difference in the distance that Rotate vs. Visual-only groups traveled to find
target locations in virtual buildings and mazes, and no consistent difference between the groups’ cognitive maps,
as measured by estimates of direction and straight-line distance [Ruddle et al. 1999; Ruddle and Péruch 2004].
Similarly, when participants learned the layout of a virtual museum, there was no significant difference between
the direction estimate accuracy of a Visual-only group and a TransRot group who walked-in-place (traveled by
making a stepping motion while remaining in one place in the laboratory, meaning there was proprioceptive but
little vestibular information for translational movement) [Grant and Magee 1998].
The following two experiments investigated the effect of rotational vs. translational body-based information
on participants’ navigational performance and cognitive map when they searched for targets in a virtual
marketplace. In both experiments the marketplaces were large-scale environments, but the spatial extent was
small in Experiment 1 and large in Experiment 2. The body-based information provided to each group of
participants in the experiments is summarized in Table I.
Table I. Summary of the environments, movement interfaces, and body-based information used in the
experiments.
Experiment

Environment
Scale Extent

1

Large

Small

2

Large

Large

Body-based information group
Visual-only

Rotate

Joystick &

Joystick &

Desktop display

HMD

Translate
-

TransRot
Physically walk &
HMD

Linear treadmill,

Omni-directional

joystick & HMD

treadmill & HMD

3. EXPERIMENT 1 (LARGE-SCALE; SMALL EXTENT)
A between-participants design with three groups was used (see Table I). The TransRot and Rotate groups
viewed the virtual marketplace on a stereo helmet-mounted display (HMD) but, whereas the TransRot group
had full body-based information (i.e., for translational and rotational movement), the Rotate group changed
position using a joystick. The Visual-only group viewed the VE on a non-stereo monitor and changed position
and orientation using two joysticks.
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3.1 Method
3.1.1 Participants
Thirty-two individuals (10 women) with a mean age of 25 years (SD = 3.8) took part. All gave informed
consent, took approximately 1½ hours to complete the experiment, and were paid an honorarium for their
participation. The study was approved by the local ethics committee.
One Rotate participant (a man) withdrew because of motion sickness, and the data for a Visual-only
participant (a woman) was discarded because she had great difficulty completing the task and traveled four times
further than any other participant. The remaining participants were randomly assigned to each group, subject to
the groups being gender balanced (7 men and 3 women in each).
3.1.2 Materials
The experiment took place in virtual marketplaces, which each comprised a grid of stalls, a long stall along
each edge and four doors. The height of each stall was determined randomly (minimum = 2.0 m; maximum = 2.9
m), the length and width were both 0.75 m, and the corridor width was also 0.75 m. Every stall contained a
picture of an everyday object that was visible from one side. The marketplaces were rendered at 60
frames/second using custom-designed software.
A marketplace with a 2 × 2 grid of stalls and one picture designated as a target was used to explain the task
to participants. A 4 × 2 marketplace with two pictures designated as targets allowed participants to practice both
moving around and the task. A 6 × 4 marketplace with four pictures designated as targets was used for the test
(see Figure 1). Two versions of the test marketplace were constructed, with an identical layout but different
pictures. Half of the participants in each group used each version.
Participants in the TransRot group physically walked around a large (13 × 12m) tracking hall while viewing
the virtual marketplaces on an nVisor SX HMD (47º × 38º FOV; 100% binocular overlap; 1280 × 1024 pixels in
each eye). The marketplaces were rendered by a Dell Inspiron M1710 laptop (NVIDIA GeForce Go 7950 GTX
graphics card; Matrox DualHead2Go video splitter), which the experimenter carried in a backpack while
walking behind each participant. Batteries powered the laptop and HMD, so the experimenter and participant
traveled together as a wireless entity. The position and orientation of a participant’s head was tracked using a
Vicon MX13 motion capture system, and the participant’s position/orientation in the VE was updated in realtime. Participants listened to white noise in headphones to mask any aural orientation cues from the hall, and
were blindfolded when entering and leaving the hall so that they could not use knowledge of the general size of
the hall to help memorize the environment.
Participants in the Rotate group listened to white noise, stood in one place and viewed the VE on the HMD.
They traveled by physically rotating, which updated their orientation in the VE in real-time, but participants
changed position using the left joystick on a Logitech Rumblepad (a common PC gaming device). The joystick
allowed participants to travel at up to 0.9 m/s (a slow walk) in any direction.
Participants in the Visual-only group viewed the VE on a 20-inch Dell flat panel display (1600 × 1200
pixels), used the left joystick of the Rumblepad to change position and the right joystick to vary the view
heading and pitch, at up to 120 and 25 degrees/second, respectively. The display was non-stereo and not head6
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tracked. The graphical FOV (48º × 38º) was similar to the angle subtended by the monitor from a normal
viewing distance (600mm), and the HMD’s FOV.

Fig. 1. One of the test marketplaces: (a) Plan view (for illustrative purposes, the pictures have been made up-facing; they were actually
placed as indicated in (b)), and (b) Interior view with pictures of the target objects visible at the top of the display.

3.1.3 Procedure
First, a participant performed two trials in the 2 × 2 marketplace. This was always done using the Visual-only
configuration, so that the experimenter could explain the task face-to-face. Next, the participant practiced the
task by performing two trials in the 4 × 2 marketplace, using the system configuration for their group (TransRot,
Rotate or Visual-only). After this, the participant performed two test trials in one version of the 6 × 4 test
marketplace and, finally, the participant answered a short questionnaire.
For each marketplace, in Trial 1 a participant searched for the target(s) in any order and then returned to the
start point, indicating that they had arrived at each place by pressing a button on the Rumblepad. In Trial 2, the
participant again searched for the target(s) in any order but, at each target, estimated the direction to every other
target and the start point, and then estimated the straight line distance to the other target(s) and the start point.
Once all the targets had been found, the participant returned to the start point and estimated the direction and
straight line distance to each target.
Direction estimates were performed by either physically turning (TransRot and Rotate groups) or using the
joystick to turn (Visual-only group) until the participant judged that they were looking through the stalls directly
toward the specified target’s location in the VE. In all cases, participants pressed a button on the Rumblepad to
record their estimate. Distance estimates were reported verbally in meters and written down by the experimenter.
There are many methods for recording and analyzing distance estimate data [Montello 1991]. The one used in
the present study quantifies participants’ knowledge of the relative straight line distances between places, which
is known to be accurate when participants have well-developed cognitive map [Ruddle, Payne and Jones 1997;
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth 1982].
3.2 Results
Four types of data from the test marketplaces were analyzed: (a) the distance that participants traveled, (b)
the accuracy of participants’ direction estimates, (c) participants’ sense of relative straight line distance, and (d)
7
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the speed at which participants traveled. The data types (b) and (c) are widely used as a measure of the accuracy
of participants’ cognitive maps [Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth 1982]. There are a variety of ways that participants’
knowledge of distances may be assessed [Montello 1991]. Verbal estimates of absolute distance are error prone
even when a participant has an accurate cognitive map, but the correlation of those estimates with the actual
distances produces a pattern of results that is consistent with other measures of spatial learning [Thorndyke and
Hayes-Roth 1982]. In the present experiment, all the data were analyzed using analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
and there were no significant interactions.
The distribution of the distance traveled data was normalized using a natural logarithm transformation. A 3 ×
2 (group × trial) mixed factorial ANOVA showed main effects of group, F(2, 27) = 5.31, MSE = 0.20, p = .01,
ηp2 = .28, and trial, F(1, 27) = 29.82, MSE = 0.07, p < .001, ηp2 = .52 (see Figure 2). Tukey HSD post-hocs
showed that the TransRot group traveled significantly less distance than the Rotate (p = .005) and Visual-only
groups (p = .02), these latter two groups being statistically equivalent. All three groups traveled less distance in
the second trial, but the TransRot group outperformed the other groups in both trials. Only two participants
visited the targets in an identical order in both trials, and none reversed the order. Transformed back from
logarithms and expressed as multiples of the shortest path, the distances for Trials 1 and 2 were 2.2 and 1.4
(TransRot), 3.4 and 2.3 (Rotate), and 2.9 and 2.2 (Visual-only).
The questionnaire showed that four participants played computer games frequently (at least once a week). In
terms of total distance traveled they were ranked (with 1st being the participant who traveled the least distance)
as follows within their group (overall): TransRot group 2nd (3rd) and 3rd (4th), Rotate group 7th (26th), and Visualonly group 3rd (11th).

ln( distance / shortest path ))

1.5
1.25
1

Visual-only
Rotate

0.75

TransRot

0.5
0.25
0
0

1

2

3

Trial
Fig. 2. Natural logarithm of the distance participants traveled during Experiment 1, expressed as multiples of the shortest path (for the
shortest path, ln(distance) = 0.0). Error bars show standard error of the mean.

From participants’ direction estimates, the mean absolute angular error was calculated. The distribution of
these data was normalized using a natural logarithm transformation, and a univariate ANOVA showed a
8
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marginal effect of group, F(2, 27) = 2.99, MSE = 0.34, p = .07, ηp2 = .18 (see Figure 3). Tukey HSD post-hocs
showed that the TransRot group were significantly more accurate than the Visual-only group (p = .02), but the
other pairwise comparisons were not significant. Transformed back to degrees, the mean errors were 17°
(TransRot), 25° (Rotate) and 33° (Visual-only).
4
ln( direction estimate error )

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Visual-only

Rotate

TransRot

Fig. 3. Natural logarithm of participants’ mean direction estimate error in Experiment 1. Error bars show standard error of the mean.

Participants’ estimates of straight line distance were correlated with the actual distances, transformed to
Fisher’s z΄ to normalize the data, and analyzed using a univariate ANOVA. There was a main effect of group,
F(2, 27) = 3.31, MSE = 0.13, p = .05, ηp2 = .20 (see Figure 4). Tukey HSD post-hocs indicated that the TransRot
group made significantly more accurate estimates than the Rotate group (p = .02), but the other pairwise
comparisons were not significant. Transformed back to Pearson’s r, the overall mean correlations were .78
(TransRot), .57 (Rotate) and .62 (Visual-only). This shows that the components of body-based information that
were provided had a significant effect on participants’ knowledge of the relative distances between the targets.

9
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1.2

Fisher's Z'

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Visual-only

Rotate

TransRot

Fig. 4. Participants’ mean Fisher’s Z΄ for estimates of relative straight line distance in Experiment 1. Error bars show standard error of
the mean.

In all three groups, participants could vary their speed of travel. In the Rotate and Visual-only groups the
maximum possible speed was 0.9 m/s (maximum deflection of the joystick), whereas the TransRot group’s
speed was not limited. Each participant’s speed was averaged over 1 second intervals (this suppressed the effect
of any sudden head movements) and, for all intervals with a speed > 0.25 m/s (periods when participants were
not almost stationary), an average “moving” speed for the trial was calculated. Overall average moving speeds
were 0.5 m/s (TransRot group) and 0.6 m/s (Rotate and Visual-only groups).
3.3 Discussion
No previous research has used such a complex task to investigate the effect of translational vs. rotational
body-based information on navigation in a large-scale environment. There was a common pattern of results
across all the metrics that were used, although it should be noted that the main effect for participants’ direction
estimates was only marginally significant due to a lack of statistical power.
When both components of body-based information were provided (the TransRot group), participants
explored the marketplace more efficiently and developed a more accurate cognitive map. In Trial 1, when
participants had no prior knowledge of the marketplace’s layout, the Rotate and Visual-only groups traveled
more than 25% further than the TransRot group, indicating that even during initial navigation of the marketplace
the TransRot group developed better knowledge of where they had been, so they could concentrate on checking
parts of the marketplace that they had not previously visited (Note: the fact that the targets lay in all four
quadrants of the environment reduced the role that chance played in participants’ explorations). These results are
consistent with the advantage that full body-based information provided when participants searched a smallscale space (a 3 × 3 m room) for targets [Ruddle and Lessels 2009]. In Trial 2 the Rotate/Visual-only groups
traveled more than 50% further than the TransRot group, showing that the TransRot group’s knowledge of the
environment continued to develop faster than that of participants in the other two groups.
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The similarities between the performance of the Rotate and Visual-only groups in the present experiment are
important for two reasons. First, those similarities replicate the null hypothesis (i.e., statistically insignificant)
findings of previous research that has investigated navigation in large-scale/extent virtual buildings and mazes
[Ruddle, Payne and Jones 1999; Ruddle and Péruch 2004]. Second, the improved performance of the TransRot
group cannot have been caused by the use of a stereo display, or any general increase in “presence” that may
have resulted from participants being more immersed when viewing the marketplace in an HMD, because the
Rotate group used the same display as the TransRot group.
Experiment 1 had two main limitations. First, the marketplace was large-scale but only small in extent.
Second, the experiment did not show whether navigational benefits occur only when both components of bodybased information are provided, or whether just translational body-based information is required. Both of these
limitations were addressed in Experiment 2
4. EXPERIMENT 2 (LARGE SCALE & EXTENT)
A between-participants design was used, with four groups (TransRot, Translate, Rotate and Visual-only; see
Table I). The TransRot navigated by walking on the Cyberwalk omni-directional treadmill [De Luca et al.
2009], and the Translate group navigated by walking on a linear treadmill [Souman et al. 2010]. The Rotate and
Visual-only groups used the same interfaces as Experiment 1.
4.1 Method
4.1.1 Participants
Forty-four individuals (21 women) with a mean age of 26 years (SD = 5.1) took part. All gave informed
consent, took approximately 2 hours to complete the experiment, and were paid an honorarium for their
participation. The study was approved by the local ethics committee.
Four participants (1 woman) withdrew because of motion sickness, two from the Translate group and one
each from the Rotate and TransRot groups. The remaining participants were randomly assigned to each group,
subject to the groups being gender balanced (5 men and 5 women in each).
4.1.2 Materials
To allow participants to practice the movement interface for their group, a new virtual marketplace was
constructed. This measured 45 × 25 m, had 5 m wide corridors, and contained a 270 m long route that was
marked with arrows and zigzagged back and forth though the marketplace. All the stalls in this marketplace were
identical (there were no pictures) because its sole purpose was to let participants practice maneuvering. This was
necessary for the treadmill groups, because participants needed to become familiar with the dynamics of the
treadmill control algorithms. For consistency, the maneuvering practice was also performed by the other groups.
To practice the task, participants used a 4 × 2 virtual marketplace that measured 45 × 25 m, had 5 m wide
corridors and 5 × 5 m stalls, and the same structure and pictures as the 4 × 2 marketplace used in Experiment 1.
The two versions of the 6 × 4 test marketplaces measured 65 × 45 m, had 5 m wide corridors and 5 × 5 m stalls
(see Figure 5), and the same structure and pictures as Experiment 1’s test marketplaces. In other words, the task
practice and test marketplaces were scaled by a factor of 6.67 in length and width, compared with the
marketplaces used in Experiment 1.
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Fig. 5. Interior view of one of the test marketplaces used in Experiment 2. The layout was the same as shown in Figure 1a, but the
marketplace’s dimensions were 65 × 45 m.

Participants in the Rotate and Visual-only groups used the same interface as in Experiment 1, except that the
joystick allowed participants to travel at up to 1.34 m/s (a faster walk than in Experiment 1), which was similar
to the maximum speed of the treadmills.
The Translate participants walked on a 6 m long linear treadmill (see Figure 6a), which moved at
participants’ speed. Participants were tracked by a Vicon MX13 motion capture system, which provided data for
the treadmill control algorithm. When participants started to walk this algorithm accelerated the treadmill belt,
and decelerated it when participants slowed down or stopped (for details, see [Souman, Giordano, Frissen, De
Luca and Ernst 2010]). Guide ropes that ran the length of the treadmill helped participants to stay in its centre.
For safety, participants wore a harness that was attached to an overhead cable, which also supported the weight
of the HMD’s external video control unit. Orientation tracking was turned off, which meant that the scene
displayed in the HMD did not change if participants turned their head. To look around or turn within the
marketplaces, participants used the same device as the Visual-only group, which was the right joystick on a
Logitech Rumblepad. This arrangement for looking around/turning was chosen because it meant that the
Translate group was not provided with any rotational body-based information for their movement through the
marketplaces. It is also worth noting that, in preliminary research we performed, enabling head tracking so that
participants could physically look around while walking on the treadmill caused participants to travel diagonally
on the treadmill surface or to make movements that triggered nausea-inducing sensory conflicts.
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Fig. 6. (a) The linear treadmill (Translate group), and (b) the Cyberwalk omni-directional treadmill (TransRot group). For illustrative
purposes, the same person is shown in both photographs. The experiment used a between-participants design.

The TransRot participants walked on a 4 × 4 m omni-directional treadmill (see Figure 6b), which moved at
participants’ speed and used the same type of control algorithm as the linear treadmill (for details, see [De Luca,
Mattone, Giordano and Bülthoff 2009]). Participants were encouraged to walk normally (the control algorithm
always moved participants back toward the centre of the treadmill) and, for safety, wore a harness that was
attached to an overhead cable. The cable also supported the weight of the HMD’s video control unit. The
engineering design of the treadmill meant that its dynamics changed slightly according to the direction in which
participants traveled. To help prevent this from providing an orientation cue, the VE software oriented each
marketplace one way relative to the treadmill for Trial 1, and then rotated the marketplace relative to the
treadmill by 90° for Trial 2.
Participants in the TransRot, Translate and Rotate groups all wore earplugs to mask, but not totally exclude,
external sounds. Safety considerations with the treadmills meant that participants needed to be able to hear
instructions that the experimenter might shout in an emergency (no such episodes occurred).
4.1.3 Procedure
First, a participant practiced the task by performing two trials in the 4 × 2 marketplace. This was always done
using the Visual-only configuration, so that the experimenter could explain the task face-to-face.
Next, participants practiced the movement interface for their group. The TransRot group walked on the
omni-directional treadmill with normal sight (no HMD) for 10 minutes, to get used to the way it operated, and
then practiced walking through a VE on the treadmill by making two traversals of the defined 270 m route (see
above). The Translate group walked on the linear treadmill with normal sight for two minutes to get used to the
way it operated (less time was needed than for the omni-directional treadmill because walking on a linear
treadmill is almost as straightforward as using one in a gym), and then practiced walking through a VE on the
treadmill by making two traversals of the 270 m route. The Rotate and Visual-only groups did not require any
real-world familiarization (the former just had to turn, and the latter were seated) and, therefore, just practiced
traveling through a VE by making two traversals of the 270 m route using the interface for their respective
groups.
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After this, participants performed two test trials in one version of the 6 × 4 test marketplace, using the
interface for their group. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. In Trial 1, a participant searched for
the targets in any order and then returned to the start point. In Trial 2, the participant again searched for the
targets in any order and, at each target, estimated the direction and straight line distance to every other target and
the start point. Direction estimates were performed by either physically turning (TransRot and Rotate groups) or
using the joystick to turn (Translate and Visual-only groups) until the participant judged that they were looking
through the stalls directly toward the specified target’s location in the VE. Distance estimates were reported
verbally. Once both trials were complete, the participant answered a short questionnaire.
4.2 Results
The data were analyzed using ANOVAs that had two between-participants factors (translational × rotational
body-based information) and, for the distance traveled, one within-participants factor (trial). There were no
significant interactions.
The distribution of the distance traveled data was normalized using a natural logarithm transformation. An
ANOVA showed that participants traveled significantly less distance in Trial 2 than Trial 1, F(1, 36) = 13.94,
MSE = 0.06, p = .001, ηp2 = .28 (see Figure 7). However, there was no main effect for translational body-based
information, F(1, 36) = 2.15, MSE = 0.14, p = .15, ηp2 = .06, or rotational body-based information, F(1, 36) =
0.04, MSE = 0.14, p = .83, ηp2 < .01. Six Translate, four Rotate, two TransRot and one Visual-only participant
visited the targets in an identical order in both trials, and one Translate and one Visual-only participant reversed
the order. Transformed back from logarithms and expressed as multiples of the shortest path, the distances for
Trials 1 and 2 were 1.5 and 1.2 (TransRot), 1.6 and 1.2 (Translate), 1.7 and 1.5 (Rotate), and 1.6 and 1.4 (Visualonly).
The questionnaire showed that 10 participants played computer games frequently (at least once a week). In
terms of total distance traveled they were ranked as follows within their group (overall): TransRot group 1st
(2nd), 3rd (9th) and 7th (23rd), Translate group 1st (3rd), 2nd (4th) and 8th (30th), Rotate group 2nd (10th) and 3rd (12th),
and Visual-only group 3rd (8th), 6th (22nd).
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Fig. 7. Natural logarithm of the distance participants traveled during Experiment 2, expressed as multiples of the shortest path (for the
shortest path, ln(distance) = 0.0). Error bars show standard error of the mean.

From participants’ direction estimates, the mean absolute angular error was calculated and then the
distribution of these data was normalized using a natural logarithm transformation. An ANOVA showed that
participants who were provided with translational body-based information (the Translate & TransRot groups)
made significantly more accurate direction estimates, F(1, 36) = 7.54, MSE = 0.31, p = .009, ηp2 = .17, but there
was no main effect for rotational body-based information, F(1, 36) = 0.05, MSE = 0.31, p = .82, ηp2 < .01 (see
Figure 8). Transformed back to degrees, the mean errors were 17° (TransRot), 19° (Translate), 32° (Rotate) and
26° (Visual-only).
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Fig. 8. Natural logarithm of participants’ mean direction estimate error in Experiment 2. Error bars show standard error of the mean.

Participants’ estimates of straight line distance were correlated with the actual distances, and transformed to
Fisher’s z΄ to normalize the data. An ANOVA showed that participants who were provided with translational
body-based information (the Translate & TransRot groups) made significantly more accurate estimates, F(1, 36)
= 6.68, MSE = 0.13, p = .01, ηp2 = .16, but there was no main effect for rotational body-based information, F(1,
36) = 0.06, MSE = 0.13, p = .80, ηp2 < .01 (see Figure 9). In other words, translational body-based information
improved participants’ knowledge of the relative distances between targets, but rotational body-based
information did not. Transformed back to Pearson’s r, the overall mean correlations were .74 (TransRot), .60
(Translate), .41 (Rotate) and .56 (Visual-only).
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Fig. 9. Participants’ mean Fisher’s Z΄ for estimates of relative straight line distance in Experiment 2. Error bars show standard error of
the mean.

Participants’ average speed while moving was calculated in the same way as Experiment 1. Overall averages
were 1.2 m/s for all groups except the Translate group (0.7 m/s). That group’s low average is likely to have been
caused by the awkwardness of the interface (see Discussion).
4.3 Discussion
Experiment 2 was designed to answer two questions: (a) Does translational body-based information on its
own provide a navigational benefit, or are both components of body-based information required? and (b) How is
the navigational benefit affected by an environment that is large in both scale and extent?
The results were unequivocal. Only translational body-based information was required, and that significantly
improved the accuracy of participants’ cognitive map, but not participants’ navigational performance in initial
exploration (Trial 1) and revisiting (Trial 2) tasks. These findings have important theoretical and applied
implications, which are discussed in the next section.
Although the linear and omni-directional treadmills that were used in this experiment are best of breed
devices, it would inappropriate to claim that they make VE navigation the same as walking in the real world.
Walking on the Cyberwalk omni-directional treadmill is sometimes likened to walking on a ship in rough seas,
which results in a slightly staggering gait. With the linear treadmill, participants could only look around and turn
with the gamepad joystick and, to minimize sensory conflicts, were advised to keep their head still. Even after
training this interface was somewhat awkward to use, which may explain the lower accuracy of the Translate
group’s distance estimates compared with the TransRot group’s (see Figure 9). That said, it should be
emphasized that, for both the straight line distance and direction estimate data, translational body-based
information caused a very significant improvement in the accuracy of participants’ estimates, but rotational
body-based information had no effect and there were no significant interactions.
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5. GENERAL DISCUSSION
This is, by far, the most revealing study there has been into the effect that full vs. reduced body-based
information has on navigation in a large-scale space: Nobody has previously attempted to study the effect the
two components of body-based information have on navigation in environments that have such a high degree of
ecological validity in terms of scale, extent and richness of the visual scene. The key finding was that the
addition of translational body-based information (the TransRot & Translate groups) significantly improved
participants’ cognitive maps, whereas rotational body-based information provided no benefit. A notable
secondary finding was that, as spatial extent decreased, body-based information provided a large additional
benefit for navigational performance (the distance that participants traveled). The study’s findings are
summarized in Table II.
Table II. Summary of the environments, main effects of body-based information (experiment group or
translational/rotational component), and significant post-hoc tests in the experiments (NS indicates p > .05; *
indicates p ≤ .05; ** indicates p ≤ .01). The effect sizes of the significant effects were all small (0.1 < ηp2 < 0.3).
Environment/metric
Environment

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Scale

Large

Large

Extent

Small

Large

Group**

Translational component NS

TransRot vs. Rotate post-hoc**

Rotational component NS

Distance traveled

TransRot vs. Visual-only post-hoc*
Metric

Direction estimates
Distance estimates

Group NS

Translational component**

TransRot vs. Visual-only post-hoc*

Rotational component NS

Group*

Translational component**

TransRot vs. Rotate post-hoc*

Rotational component NS

5.1 Theoretical implications
Theories of spatial knowledge acquisition tend to discount the contribution that body-based information
makes when people perform complex navigational tasks in everyday settings. The reasons are twofold. First,
everyday settings contain a rich assortment of visual information, and that alone is sufficient for people to
accurately judge the angles they turn through and relative distances they travel [Bremmer and Lappe 1999;
Riecke, van Veen and Bülthoff 2002; Sun et al. 2004], so it is assumed that body-based information isn’t needed.
Second, path integration errors accumulate over time [Loomis, Klatzky, Golledge and Philbeck 1999; Souman et
al. 2009] and so body-based information is assumed to become less and less important as spatial extent
increases. However, the results of the present study show that these assumptions are flawed, because
translational body-based information clearly improved the accuracy of participants’ cognitive maps, even when
the environment had a grid-like structure which would have allowed participants to quantify distance with a
visual counting strategy (the number of blocks traversed). It should also be noted that when visual scenes lack a
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rich assortment of landmarks then the brain gives body-based information a greater weight than visual
information for distance estimation [Campos et al. 2010] and the provision of body-based information reduces
navigational variance in triangle completion tasks [Kearns et al. 2002].
Related to this, we propose two hypotheses that need to be investigated in future research. The first is that
translational body-based information significantly improves people’s ability to take shortcuts, because successful
shortcutting involves traveling an appropriate distance in the correct direction. Doing so requires an accurate
cognitive map, and particularly knowledge of directions and relative distances that were used as cognitive map
metrics in the present study. Second, translational body-based information is likely to have an even greater
benefit in environments such as towns that have irregular layouts, because counting strategies are more difficult
to use.
Studies conducted using rats, some of which have even required the rats to navigate through VEs on an
omni-directional treadmill [Hölscher et al. 2005], have revealed the neuronal mechanisms that are involved in
large scale navigation (place cells, grid cells, etc.), and shown that body-based information increases neuronal
(theta wave) activity (for reviews, see [Brotons-Mas et al. 2006; McNaughton et al. 2006]). These studies rely on
invasive techniques that are not possible with humans, but imaging technology is now suggesting that the same
neuronal mechanisms are used in human navigation [Doeller et al. 2010]. Challenges for the future are to: (a)
understand how body-based information increases neuronal activity in humans, and (b) develop a theoretical
model that shows how changes in this activity lead to the type of improvements in the accuracy of human’s
cognitive maps that were found in the present study.
Theories of spatial knowledge also need to take greater account of the extent of an environment. At present,
extent is only used to distinguish between spaces within, around (arms’ length) or beyond a person’s body
[Tversky et al. 1999], with the latter classified as small- or large-scale, depending on whether people need to
travel through a space to see its layout. However, the present study shows that extent is also an important
attribute of large-scale spaces. The overall improvement in participants’ navigational performance from
Experiment 1 to Experiment 2 can be attributed to participants taking more care in planning where to travel,
because the time cost of an error increased with spatial extent. Similar results occurred when participants
navigated VEs [Ruddle, Howes, Payne and Jones 2000] and graphical menus [O'Hara and Payne 1998]. The
effect of body-based information on participants’ navigational performance, which was only significant in
Experiment 1, is likely to have been caused by either the cognitive cost of maneuvering in narrow corridors or
the smaller amount of time for which each visual cue was visible. Referring to the latter, if a participant traveled
down the centre of a corridor at the Visual-only and Rotate groups’ maximum speed then the participant would
have traveled past a stall in 1.7 seconds in Experiment 1, compared with 7.5 seconds in Experiment 2. The small
amount of time that the picture in stalls were visible in Experiment 1 is likely to have increased the role that
body-based information played in remembering where one had traveled. The same is likely to be true for timepressured applications that involve larger environments, for example using VEs to train emergency evacuation
procedures.
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5.2 Applications
Humans are very good at learning new environments in the real world because we develop a cognitive map,
as well as route knowledge, from the outset [Montello 1998]. However, in VEs a substantial minority of
participants experienced great difficulty learning moderately complex layouts [Ruddle 2001]. For many years,
researchers have sought to solve these navigational problems by developing interfaces that would allow users to
physically walk through large VEs. Now, for the first time in environments that are large in extent as well as
large-scale, there is evidence that walking interfaces do significantly improve certain aspects of participants’
spatial knowledge.
The three types of physical walking interface that are suitable for large VEs are: (a) treadmills [Darken et al.
1997; De Luca, Mattone, Giordano and Bülthoff 2009; Hollerbach et al. 2003], (b) walking-in-place algorithms
[Feasel et al. 2008; Slater et al. 1995; Templeman et al. 1999], and (c) redirected walking techniques (for a
review, see [Peck et al. 2009]). How do the present study’s findings guide the implementation of these
interfaces?
Omni-directional treadmills were developed to allow people to walk “normally” through VEs of unlimited
size, but are large, heavy and extremely specialized pieces of equipment (the Cyberwalk treadmill weighs 12
tonnes). However, the present study’s key finding is that only translational body-based information is required,
so the physical turning capability of an omni-directional treadmill is not needed. In other words, a linear
treadmill is sufficient.
Although a linear treadmill provides sufficient body-based information, it is awkward to use with an HMD
because all turning has to be performed using an abstract device such as a joystick. However, a straightforward
solution would be to combine the treadmill with a wide FOV projected display (e.g., a curved theatre display
[Trutoiu et al. 2009]), so participants could glance around using normal head/eye movements, turn using a
joystick, but be able to walk straight because the treadmill itself is visible. This also removes the general
encumbrance of wearing an HMD.
An alternative that deserves investigation is to combine walking-in-place with a wide FOV projected or
CAVE display. The results of the present study suggest that, for general travel through a space, the walking-inplace algorithm would only need to detect “forward” motion, although this would not satisfy the requirements of
applications that necessitate rapid maneuvering movements, such as those that occur in some military situations
[Whitton et al. 2005].
Redirected walking techniques depend on reorienting users without them realizing, so they can walk forever
despite being in a limited physical space. The fact that rotational body-based information had no effect on
participants’ navigation in the present study, or any of our previous research, suggests that the reorienting
process in redirected walking is not likely to inhibit users’ performance. However, current versions of redirected
walking depend on artificially diverting users’ attention during reorientation [Peck, Fuchs and Whitton 2009],
which would be unrealistic for most applications. Overall, therefore, the linear treadmill or walking-in-place
solutions are likely to be more appropriate.
Finally, spatial metaphors have often been proposed for the organization of information in a variety of
applications. For example, spatial layouts are part of every mainstream desktop interface today (Windows, Mac
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& Linux), and spatial hypertext systems have been developed for use in areas such as digital libraries [Buchanan
et al. 2004]. Some user studies have shown that a spatial interface is beneficial [Robertson et al. 1998], but more
recent studies that used the same general task and layouts have not [Cockburn and McKenzie 2002]. In those
studies, documents were laid out as if on a desk, which in spatial cognition terms is a small-scale space. The
present study highlighted fundamental differences between the sensory information that is useful for navigating
large-scale spaces, compared with earlier studies that used small-scale spaces. Therefore, it may be more
beneficial to use the metaphor of a large-scale space to organize information, for example, portraying the content
and structure of a website as streets and buildings on a city map [Ruddle 2010].
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